China’s electronic giant to construct technology park

Yunnan accelerates railway construction

Xi hails ties with Pacific island nations

Belts and Road

The overseas enterprises signed a contract to display their products at the Exhibition and Trading Center for Commodities from South and Southeast Asia. (Photo by Zhou Can)

40 YEARS OF REFORM AND OPENING-UP

In 2017, the Yunnan government decided to carry out the building of characteristic townships within the province. Through more than one year of hard work, the construction of characteristic townships across the province is making overall progress.

Up to now, 710 new projects have been started in Yunnan’s characteristic townships building, with an accumulated investment of 63.32 billion yuan. And 65,000 new jobs have been provided which contribute 860 million yuan to tax. 2576 companies settled in the characteristic townships. The project attracts 53 national level intangible cultural inheritors as well. The characteristic townships receive a total of 180 million tourists which get a tourism income of 105.2 billion yuan.

Black-necked cranes fly to Yunnan for winter every year

On the afternoon of November 6th, the Yunnan International Import Expo held a promotion at the Shanghai National Convention and Exhibition Centre for an event called ‘Yunnan—China’s window to the world’. The promotion, held with support from Yunnan Provincial Department of Commerce and Yunnan Provincial Exhibition and Trading Centre for Commodities from South and Southeast Asia and Yunnan External Economic and Trade Promotion Bureau, drew the attention of the world. In particular, several hundred participants from South and Southeast Asian countries, as well as other provinces in China, took part in the event, showing intense interest in joining hands with Yunnan to create win-win situations.

According to Zhao Ran, director of Yunnan Provincial Department of Commerce, the promotion will set up special positions in the Kunming New District to help the organization of exhibitions and sales promotion.
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Yunnan to build overlasting China-South Asia Expo
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